A lot of science based news outlets always refer the current year to be "an amazing year for science" and I can't get over how gimmicky and BuzzFeedy it sounds. Could you name a few years that actually weren't all that great for science?
EasyAndy1
Tim Appenzeller: There's always tons of good science, but there are definitely some years when there's no standout breakthrough. Last year, for instance, we ended up choosing CRISPR, the genome editing technique, which is a huge deal but was developed well before 2015--but last year was when it really took off.
Hi EasyAndy1, Adrian Cho, physics reporter here. I once told a colleague from another publication over lunch that some year, I honestly don't remember which one, was "a bowser for physics." And ran off and told his editor that I had said so, as if I were some sort of authority and not just making conversation. Never again!
Hey! I have two questions:
What do you think has been the biggest breakthrough in the past 100 years?
What do you think will be the next biggest breakthrough in the next 100 years?
Thanks guys! Merry (soon to be) Xmas. dukfuk Hi, This is Adrian Cho, the house physics nerd here in the Science news section. I have to say, that's a big question. Richard Feynman said that the most important fact in science is that everything is made of atoms, so I guess the discovery and explanation of atoms would be a pretty good one, although that's not a really one discovery. As a non-biologist, I would say that the discovery and understanding of genetics is pretty spectacular. Again, not a single breakthrough, but I would think that would be another big one.
As for the next 100 years, it's hard to say. One this is clear, however. In terms of fundamental principles--relativity, quantum mechanics, etc.--there's almost surely going to be a lot less of that in the 21st Century than there was in the 20th. You can't rediscover relativity.
What do you think will be the next biggest breakthrough in the next 100 years? What do you think has been the biggest breakthrough in the past 100 years?
Thanks guys! Merry (soon to be) Xmas. dukfuk TA: biggest breakthrough of the last 100 years: quantum mechanics. It changed our whole understanding of reality, and led to tons of technology. I'll leave the next 100 to someone else! Thanks!! What do you think about doing a follow-up issue on where the 'Breakthroughs of the Years' past have ended up. Learning about why some technology moved faster or burned out or shifted uses may help our judgment ability for picking winners going forward. steelhammerhands TA: good idea! We do a small version of that already: Each year we pick areas to watch for the next year, and then a year later we score ourselves on how well we did--whether those areas did turn out to be exciting. But maybe we'll take a longer look.
How has the rise of fake news and sensationalized reporting affected the way your publication has handled this report? Also, I'm curious about your opinions on Reddit as a means of communicating science! Izawwlgood CM: Another good one! At first, I was going to say not much-we source our stuff pretty thoroughly here-but then I realized that it does matter a lot when it comes to our audience. If we are talking to people we already know-researchers, students, well-educated members of the public-then it shouldn't make much of a difference. But if we're talking about the people we want to reach, in the sense of bringing scientific literacy to the public, then it makes a very big difference! It's something that we haven't discussed much in the newsroom, but I know that our policy and education folks are thinking about it.
As for your second question: I think Reddit is actually a great source, both for news and for figuring out what readers care about, and we should use it more! Hello and thank you for taking the time to do this.
SCIENCE AMA SERIES: HI, WE'RE EDITORS AND WRITERS AT SCIENCE MAGAZINE, CURRENTLY WORKING ON THE BREAKTHROUGH OF THE YEAR ISSUE. ASK US ANYTHING! : REDDIT
On the other side of the coin from 'it was a great year' there are negative feats worth highlighting too I'm sure. Many users of social media and the internet in general lament 2016 was a bad year for a number of reasons revolving around the deaths of musicians, actors, and all celebrity types -as well as some controversial moves in political theatre.
I imagine in every craft there are blunders and setbacks so extreme they are marked in the respective calendars of that community. The kind of sobering events like a nuclear reactor meltdown adding to the stigma of nuclear power -that sort of thing.
So what then are the remarkable lows for the science community this year? labortooth TA: yes, we've picked four Breakdowns of the Year, along with Breakthroughs. I won't give them away (they're out Dec 22), but as an example last year our Breakdowns were the eruptions (or revelations) of sexism in science, the controversy over the Thirty-Meter Telescope in Hawaii, and the destruction of antiquities in the Middle East.
I took a research misconduct course this quarter and obviously one of the focuses was on data falsification and fabrication. High-impact journals like Science tend to have a higher number of retractions than other journals. When you consider Breakthrough of the Year, do you give any consideration to whether or not the claim is valid? Or do you fully trust the peer review system and assume that everything written is truthful? penguinberg TA: we certainly don't just assume that because something has passed peer review, it must be valid. Peer review is a good screen, but we also do our own checking to see what the community thinks. We want the Breakthrough of the Year to be new, exciting, important--and (probably) true.
What are your thoughts on newer awards such as the Breakthrough Prize offering large cash incentives? Are they competition for something like a Nobel or an Einstein World Award? PHealthy Hi PHealthy, Adrian Cho, the physics reporter at Science. I like this question because we all tend to forget that the Nobel Prize was also just a publicity stunt when it started. It now has a well-earned cache for highlighting the best science. The Nobel committee generally does a pretty good job of selecting what is really important. The Breakthrough Prize doesn't seem to have quite figured out how to be selective. They kind of have given a big slap on the back to a lot of people who are actually pretty high profile for scientists anyway. But I don't think you can fault Yuri Milner and company for lobbing money at people. Most scientists aren't motivated by lucre, anyway, it seems to me.
What metrics do you use to choose which one is the breakthrough of the year?
For instance you have Male birth control being tested and outside of males being widely whiny when we can't take hormones lol it sounds like its being successful.
Then you have something like HIV cure entering phase 2 which is , in itself, a huge step forward for everyone.
I'd have a hard time deciding about just those two and i'm sure theres a million other ones ( like aliens ;) ) that are probably hard to choose from as well.
KRISKSU
Dear KRISKU, Adrian Cho, physics writer here. Actually, there are no cut and dried objective criteria for Breakthrough of the Year. There are even differing opinions in the about what makes the best candidate--an obviously important trends involving multiple smaller results or one big result that fulfills some big prediction or opens up some new field? Most years, we generally agree on what the big story was. Some years, there's a lot more debate. Funnily enough, often the hardest critics of advances in particular fields are the writers and editors who cover those fields. You might think the deliberations would involve everybody pushing for the advance in his or her beat. It is basically never the case. One take-home message, though: The Breakthrough of the Year is largely a journalist judgment. It's not some sort of objective scientific comparison. People shouldn't take it too seriously and should remember that it started out as the obviously playful Molecule of the Year.
I'd have a hard time deciding about just those two and i'm sure theres a million other ones ( like aliens ;) ) that are probably hard to choose from as well. KRISKSU TA: Sometimes the big news of the year is obvious, and sometimes it's hard to winnow the list. We don't have any one metric; we weigh importance, the likelihood that a result will spawn further developments, enthusiasm in the community, and plain old fascination. But last year and this, we asked readers to vote on a list of candidates, and their top choice was different from ours.
Would each of you mind just telling a little bit about your personal favorite breakthroughs? TheHungryScientist TA: my favorite goes way back, to 1998, when we chose the accelerating universe as the Breakthrough. We were nervous: the key discoveries were just months old, and some people thought the finding might just go away, because the measurements of distant supernovae were really hard and open to all kinds of confounders. But we took the plunge, and we were right: It turned out to be the biggest discovery about the universe since the detection of the cosmic microwave background.
Would each of you mind just telling a little bit about your personal favorite breakthroughs? TheHungryScientist VV-my favorite was Cancer Immunotherapy in 2013. We picked this early enough that it had an impact on how the field was recognized.
SCIENCE AMA SERIES: HI, WE'RE EDITORS AND WRITERS AT SCIENCE MAGAZINE, CURRENTLY WORKING ON THE BREAKTHROUGH OF THE YEAR ISSUE. ASK US ANYTHING! : REDDIT
Would each of you mind just telling a little bit about your personal favorite breakthroughs? TheHungryScientist CM: I can't tell you what my personal favorite is from this year (results are out next week!), but my favorite from last year was reproducibility in psychology, third one down.
Hi Science Magazine! I'm a sophomore in college, and though I'm on the pre-vet track right now I'm really considering going into pop-science writing. I write for the newspaper and run a science/history blog, and I plan on taking a course in pop-science writing next semester.
Is science writing a viable career option? What other steps can I take?
Thanks for educating the public! DragonLadyoftheWest TA: It's a viable career but it's not an easy road, given the turmoil in journalism. It's easier than ever to get readers, harder to earn a living wage. If you want to get paying assignments, and maybe even a job, you'll need published clips--your blog and newspaper are a good start. You can also take a graduate course in science journalism, which will give you more skills and connections, and might open the way to an internship.
In the time you've having Breakthrough of the Year, what is the biggest scientific discovery that you have overlooked, or has been overshadowed by another discovery, and hasn't been named Breakthrough of the Year? MarsNirgal MarsNirgal, Wow, this is a tough question! I guess it comes down to things I wish I had written about but haven't. I'll say I should have written about black hole firewalls and the idea that when you fall into a black hole you run into this all-obliterating wall inside of the event horizon--although this is a theoretical prediction and not an established fact.
Another one: Back in 2007, DARPA held its Urban Challenge, in which the first fully autonomous vehicles had to navigate traffic. We covered the event--which was more of an engineering advance than a scientific event--but we didn't cover it in Breakthrough of the Year. Given the speed with which autonomous vehicles are emerging as a real technology and the potential impact on society, I would argue that, in retrospect, that should have gone on the list of Runners Up for 2007 at least. As a freelancer, how does one find and pitch interesting and compelling stories that aren't necessarily the big "breakthrough" stories that are already being covered by staff writers?
And what tips do you have for constructing a good pitch that will grab an editors attention?
Thanks for doing this AMA! marzeepan TA: Find a niche that isn't being covered widely. It could be some field of research that especially strong in your university or region, or a field that doesn't get a lot of press attention, say some areas of ecology, evolutionary biology, archaeology. Don't pitch stuff from Science, Nature, PNAS--you'll have too much competition. Scan TOCs from secondary journals and develop sources who can tell you
about work that won't make the big journals but is still interesting. And look for stories about people in science--those don't get press-released, and you're more likely to have them to yourself. As for pitching, stress what's new and why it matters, show that you can write clear and lively prose, and link to some of your other clips.
What are your thoughts about the zika virus? Do you see any resolution soon? lillz99 [hello this is LC] Many aspects of Zika are not well understood. We don't know how many different species of mosquitoes can transmit the virus, how the virus infects its hosts, or what the long term effects of infection are, for example. Good Zika diagnostics and a vaccine are urgently needed. Such things will be discussed at this meeting early next year: https://www.astmh.org/news-events/eventscalendar/first-international-conference-on-zika-virus Hi everyone! I follow the Science feed so skim through when I can to see what new and noteworthy research has come out over the last week, even outside my field. A question I have for the news team is how you find research in other publications that's worth sharing in the pages of Science? How do you keep on top of the relevant literature (or do you?) and how do you navigate the tension between publishers, as a lot of the research you highlight might be in your competitor's journals? superhelical CM: Hi superhelical, I think that Adrian can probably answer this question better than I, but the number one answer IMHO is talking to people. That might sound obvious, but it's something that fewer and fewer reporters-particularly outside of science reporting-feel they have the luxury to do: develop a beat, and check in regularly with sources and "guides" who are in the know about new developments in a particular field. The cool thing about reporting on science is that you can quickly get a sense of who's who in an area by figuring out the relationships between advisers and students, coauthors, etc.
Other great sources: scientific meetings, meeting abstracts, obscure journals, non-press released papers from TOCs, and social media. And those are just the obvious ones. Does a PhD interested in science writing/editing have to do a postdoc first? SEXPILUS TA: No, most science writers I know haven't gone further than a PhD. And some didn't go that far. Face it, when you're reporting on science, you'll almost always be writing about something outside your field.
Should we be concerned about issues with the peer review process , and published research that cannot be replicated, or are these problems only isolated cases. madmaxges This is VV -We seek to run a review process that is as fair and thorough as possible. We recently instituted cross-review where, once reviews are in, reviewers see each others reviews and find this a useful cross-check. Data availability is also important to replication -we have always had strong data availability policies and are working to improve data accessibility further. However good our processes
are, there will be some papers that are found to have problems after publication. We consider this post-publication "review" an important part of the scientific process.
What can the consumers/readers interested in these breakthrough's do to help promote this information on more 'mainstream' mediums? barker5227 CM: Share them with your friends (or your soon-to-be friends)! Then talk about them in the same spirit of curiosity and wonder that most people reserve for celebrity news. Not sure how actionable that is, but there you have it! ; ) How often do you accept an article from less well funded sources? I mean, it seems to me like the greatest science advancements and discoveries are made only in huge projects, especially in the physical sciences (places like CERN, fermilab, LIGO, Joint institute, etc.) flankling Many of our papers come not from big consortia, but from single labs. We don't consider the funding when evaluating papers. That said having funding sure helps with doing exciting research How likely is it for information technology/computer sciences to be a contending player over the more traditional science fields this year? Secondly, what are the focal points of technology breakthroughs of 2016 that we would becoming more common of next year? stayoungodancing Dear stayoungodancing, Adrian Cho, house physics nerd here. Information technology and computer science are definitely things we're interested in and should follow more closely. A couple of challenges with these fields include that they are often seen more as engineering than science and that advances tend roll out in overtime in incremental--and patented, not published--results. As for technology breakthroughs, we generally stick more to the basic research side. And one year is an awfully short time for a technology to go from breakthrough to market! Hey! Just a quick question:
What advancement in experimental physics do you think will change the life of the "everyday man" the most in our lifetime (next 50 years or so)?
HyperbolicPerson Dear HyperbolicPerson, Adrian Cho, house physics nerd here. I have to say, I think the most important physics innovation in recent history came about in 1947 with the invention of the transistor. It's hard to point to a basic technology that has had a bigger impact on humanity or to imagine one that will compete. That said, if perovskite solar cells can really work as hoped, then they could greatly benefit us all. https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2016/12/low-cost-solar-cells-poised-commercial-breakthrough This Reddit Ask us is AWESOME.
What Breakthrough of the Year in the future would you like to see? I know something that changes the weather to alleviate massive droughts is it for me. Thanks for doing the AMA! How do you sort through the many "this could be big if confirmed" papers to find the one which is actually likely to be confirmed? I feel like this is a similar question that grant reviewers face (although grants are sometimes "high risk")--how likely is this to actually work. Do you feel like a focus on that sort of question improves science?
formative_informer CM: Hi! Is this one intended for the editors who review papers for publication, or the reporters who decide which stories to write about? I'm guessing it's the former...
Hi! I have a question concerning the impact of your decision: do your highlight of specific breakthrough impacts future fundings in the corresponding fields? And, in the past, how the fields associated with the breakthrough issues have evolved?
Akrasik
[LC] We don't have metrics on the Breakthrough's impact on funding, but for example, when we recognized Cancer Immunotherapy as the winner in 2013, scientists in both cancer and immunology fields were excited. The Breakthroughs often receive greater public awareness, which can have an impact on public opinion, and possibly funding.
Thanks for giving us this opportunity.
My question is regarding scientific advancements. There are some people who say that if you look at the period of 1915 to 1965, there were some remarkable theories advanced in science and engineering (e.g. DNA; transistors; nuclear power). And that the last 50 years have seen less advancement --in terms of something groundbreaking from a theory or 'way of thinking' point of view --and have been more incremental. What are your thoughts on this?
FYI -My question is inspired by the recent PNAS article of "Science in the age of selfies" -http://www.pnas.org/content/113/34/9384.full?sid=19a1d9cb-bde7-46ee-b450-54732754c918 justacanuck Dear justacanuck, Speaking as a lapsed physicist, think that point is absolutely correct and undeniable. In the first half of the 20th century physicists determined the structure of the atom, fathomed the nucleus, discovered galaxies beyond our own, deciphered gravity, and put chemistry on a completely rigorous foundation. Most of this involved the enormous conceptual leap of quantum mechanics, as well as Einstein's theories of special and general relativity. Of course, chemistry, biology, materials science, electronics, and myriad other fields benefitted from the conceptual advanced made during this era. And it seems entirely likely that there are no similar conceptual advances on the horizon--the promises of string theorists notwithstanding.
That doesn't mean that science is ending or winding down. But it certainly suggests that, at least in the physical science, the emphasis has long ago switched from the search for principles to the exploration of what those principles imply. Just look at the growth of interest in quantum information and quantum computing. It's great science, but it's using quantum mechanics as a tool.
[deleted]
VV-We have a journal called Science Translational Medicine that has the goal of publishing science that advances that move from bench to bedside. That said I don't think we can cut corners in developing therapeutics.
Do you factor what the findings implicate socially in the decision-making process at all? Could you elaborate on how you rank/weight discoveries in different fields? Example: The magnitude of impact a breakthrough in controlling fusion reactions would have on the arc of humanity SCIENCE AMA SERIES: HI, WE'RE EDITORS AND WRITERS AT SCIENCE MAGAZINE, CURRENTLY WORKING ON THE BREAKTHROUGH OF THE YEAR ISSUE. ASK US ANYTHING! : REDDIT treesperm Dear treesperm, Adrian Cho, house physic nerd here. There are no objective rules and standards for the Breakthrough of the Year. That said, something that is going to have a profound impact on society always has that going for it, no doubt about it. Imagine that eleven years from now scientists both cure Alzheimer's disease and build a quantum computer. My money goes on the cure for the disease, no question. As for something like fusion, I'd add that there has to be an a real advance before something is in contention. If ITER works, that would be great. But ITER isn't even in the running until then, right?
Hi! This'll probably get shuffled to the bottom of the deck but I wanted to say that your podcast is one of my favourite parts of the week. Especially this past year with the election you gave me a great way to escape from politics. Love you guys and thanks for all you do <3 FezezAreCool vv-not at the bottom of my deck -and thanks, I'll pass this on to our podcast producer What criteria are you applying to count a breakthrough as this year? Is it first publication, confirmation of it etc? How do you account for breakthroughs that have been the result of incremental progress over the course of decades from multiple teams? mrcchapman [LC] Certain basic science discoveries are not immediately recognized as breakthroughs, and only become so after years of further research lead to an amazing application. Take the microbiome. That field emerged several years ago with pioneers of gut biology like Jeff Gordon. Science has given a nod to this fast-paced field as a breakthrough runner up, and this year, human stool in fecal microbiota transplantation therapy was now approved for some gastroenterologic diseases.
Sad to see no mention of robot scientists -robots with AI that are actually deciding on which experiments to perform and learning the underlying science from experimental outcomes. It's automation of the scientific endeavor. thirdworldprobs CM: Depends on what you mean by "robot scientists." Machine learning could conceivably called one way that AI is already starting to solve problems in place of humans. Right now, it's focused on a lot of "small things"-voice recognition, pattern recognition, etc. But, and I think I'm right about this, there are some pretty cool new big-picture applications of AI, in areas like drug discovery.
